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Reading

This week, our text collection story is “Location,
Location, Location” and our trade book is The Case of
the Gasping Garbage. We will also examine
characters, temporal words and phrases, parts of
stories and questions and answers.

Grammar

August 26, 2019

Specials Schedule
Monday- Gym
Tuesday- Music
Wednesday- Gym
Thursday- Music
Friday- Gym

Our grammar skills are nouns as subjects, plural nouns,
identifying verbs, and past tense verbs.

Important Dates

Phonics

Tuesday, August 27th
Third Grade Expectation Night
6:00-7:00 p.m.

Our phonics skill this week is short vowel sounds and
VC/CV syllable pattern.

Spelling
We will review and practice the Lesson 1 -5 words this
week. Please see the “Spelling and Vocabulary
Words” tab on my web page for the Lesson 1-5
spelling and vocabulary word lists. Spelling quizzes
will be each Friday.

Writing
The students will work on narrative writing. We will
also begin a writing piece on our brown paper back “3
Things” activity that the students have been presenting
on throughout the week.

Math
Our math skills this week include how to use the
Student Reference book, a review of telling time and
measuring lengths, rounding to the nearest 10 and 100,
and telling time to the nearest minute. Math homework
begins this week (Monday–Thursday). Please check
your child’s folder for the Unit 1 Family Letter on
Monday.

Science
This week, we will learn how to be scientific observers
and about the scientific method.

Friday, August 30th
Brown Paper Bag Due
Friday, August 30th Nelson Prairie’s
Birthday!- Ice Cream party in the
afternoon.

FYI
Our classroom Library/LRC time is
from 12:00-12:30 on Thursdays.

Shout Outs
I had an amazing first week getting to
know all of my students! They were
extremely excited and eager! I appreciate
your continued support at home and I
look forward to getting to know each
student and family this school year! J

